Dear SSFE participants 21-23 May!

The conference is approaching and we have a good number of participants (around 80) and so many interesting presentations ahead of us!

Here are some instructions how to reach the venue from Arlanda airport.

From Arlanda airport to Uppsala C:
Getting from Arlanda to Uppsala is easy, fairly affordable and takes about 30 minutes. There are several alternatives to choose from:

1. One way to get to Uppsala is by bus. The UL bus 801 departs directly outside each of the terminals. It runs every half hour and takes approximately 30-35 minutes to reach Uppsala. The ticket can be purchased from the bus driver with card.

2. Another way is by train. Trains depart from the train station which is located under the "Sky City" building of Arlanda.

3. Taxi is also possible. Make sure you get a fixed rate.

When you arrive in Uppsala - City buses
Several city buses takes you closer to hotel Linné from Uppsala C (bus 14, 22, 110, 111 to mention some). Ticket machines at the bus stop at Uppsala C.
It is also possible to walk 1 kilometer from Uppsala C to Hotel Linnè (see Google maps for a guide)

Useful links:
http://www.destinationuppsala.se/en/Travel/Travel-to-Uppsala/
http://www.destinationuppsala.se/en/Travel/Arlanda-Airport/

(“destinationuppsala” also has general visitors’ information)

You can plan your journey after landing by using this site:
http://www.ul.se/en/ . Just write departure at “Arlanda” + terminal number and final address, e.g. “Skolgatan 45A” or “Uppsala C”

Venue address:
First Hotel Linné, Skolgatan 45A, SE- 750 02 Uppsala, Sweden
Tel +46 (0)18-10 20 00, E-mail. linne@firsthotels.se

Welcome to Uppsala!

Anders Roos, Peichen Gong, Lars Lönstedt, Tomas Nord and Matti Stendahl